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THE TRUTH UNSEALED

Chapter 9 – 1848-1850:

From Baptism to Britain

▪ Elpis Israel – A Record of the Truth Unsealed.

“To invite the public attention to European

affairs as evidential of the near approach of

the kingdom of God”.



THE TRUTH UNSEALED

“Thus”, wrote Bro. Thomas, “from an

unexpected and unknown source, a door of

utterance was opened to us in ‘the

Jerusalem of this reformation’ in Britain, even

in Nottingham, where it was ‘deemed

inexpedient and improper’ by the ‘Simon

Pure’ of that town for us to receive an

invitation to visit…”
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“When we left the United States our

intention was to return in the autumn. We

had made no provision for a longer stay, and

the probability was that our affairs would

suffer in consequence…We were glad to

witness so great and abiding interest in our

labors, and could not therefore find it in our

hearts to refuse their request… Thus was

originated Elpis Israel, an Exposition of

the Kingdom, and the Age to Come.”
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“…that while a Bible Christian must not

fight in the absence of the captain of his

salvation, the Scriptures leave the nations to

do as they please, holding them, however,

NATIONALLY RESPONSIBLE for the

principles and manner in which they make

war….”
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“We have, then, arrived at a great

truth, namely, that the ‘one hope of the

gospel’ preached by the apostles to the

Jew first, and afterwards to the Greek,

was ‘the hope of Israel;’ that the subject

of it was the kingdom of God and

Shiloah; and that these were the matter

of the promise made to the fathers. It

remains for us now to look into this

promise so that we may come to

understand it well; for its provisions are

the things of the kingdom; and to be

ignorant of these is to be without

understanding, and therefore, faithless,

of the gospel of Christ”

(Elpis Israel, p. 231).
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Chapter 10 – 1851-1861:

Pre-war travels and advancements

of the Truth in America

▪ The Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come
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The Herald of the Kingdom

and Age to Come

(Vol. 2, P. 30) “They who are promoted to the

possession of the kingdom at its

establishment are to retain its honors, glory,

power, emoluments the whole thousand

years…..Can flesh and blood that dies and

turns to dust after three-score years and ten

possess such a kingdom?”
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The Herald of the Kingdom

and Age to Come

(Vol. 2, p. 33) “The heaven that the gospel

proclaims is a heavenly kingdom upon this

earth. The kingdom is heavenly, because it is

created and established by the God of

heaven, and ruled by a king from heaven, and

destined to rule ‘the heavens,’ or kingdoms of

this world.”
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The Herald of the Kingdom

and Age to Come

(Vol. 2, p. 56) Alexander Campbell believed

that Jesus was reigning as king now in

heaven ore all the earth, sitting upon David’s

throne and Yahweh’s throne.
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The Herald of the Kingdom

and Age to Come

(Vol. 2, P. 258) The Coronation of Christ in

heaven, a fallacy and a fraud.

(Vol. 3, p. 33) “The kingdom ‘nigh,’ and the

kingdom ‘come,’ do not signify the same

thing.”

(Vol. 3, p. 67) Jesus himself is not in the

kingdom.
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The Herald of the Kingdom

and Age to Come

(Vol. 2, P. 41) “Men who understand not the

nature of the kingdom of which the gospel treats

will be ever like the Scotch fiddler….a discordant

monochord! They comprehend not that ‘the

kingdom of God is not in word, but in power.’

They vainly imagine that on the supposition of

their having obeyed the Gospel - of having

believed the words of Peter [‘I baptize you,’ etc.]

pronounced over them….. [that] they are ‘in the

kingdom,’ and are subjects of his reign!”
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“Men were not ushered into being for the

purpose of being saved or lost. God-

manifestation, not human salvation, was the

grand purpose of the Eternal Spirit. The

salvation of a multitude is incidental to the

manifestation, but was not the end proposed. The

Eternal Spirit intended to Enthrone himself on the

earth, and, in so doing, to develop a Divine

Family from among men, every one of whom

shall be spirit because born of the Spirit, and that

this family shall be large enough to fill the earth,

when perfected, to the entire exclusion of flesh

and blood.”
(Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come, April 1858)
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Chapter 11 – 1861-1865: The War Years

▪ The Royal Association of Believers

▪ The Antipas, Nazarenes, Baptized Believers

▪ Christadelphians

▪ Eureka, An Exposition of the Apocalypse, Vol. 1

▪ 2nd trip to Great Britain, 1862
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“While writing Eureka, I was, as it were,

within the veil, listening to the Words of the

Holy One of Israel concerning ‘the things that

are, and the things that shall be after

these’…. When a man is deeply and

continuously engaged in an atmosphere of

divine thoughts, he has neither time nor

inclination to plot mischief or play the fool.

This is the vocation of vacant minds who

know not what it is to enter within the veil.”
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The War Years

“…Which of the two alternatives shall

we accept,” wrote one correspondent,

“take up arms in defense of our homes and

firesides, or allow ourselves to be

imprisoned by the state during the

contest?” Bro. Thomas replied, “our advice

to the brethren there was not to be

enrolled; go to prison rather.”
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The War Years

“Pray for all in authority without regard to

latitude, longitude, or generation; not that they

may be converted, but that their policy may be

so providentially over-ruled, that the Saints

may be permitted to lead ‘quiet and peaceable

lives in all godliness and honesty’.”
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The War Years

“This is a mistake… (we – the Nazarenes)

do not recognize ourselves as citizens in any

sense of any of the governments of this world.

We therefore admit your right to tax our

property. But we would as soon fall down and

worship the golden image erected on the

plains of Dura by Nebuchadnezzar, than we

could yield our persons as the willing slaves of

any human authority.”
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In 1863, the first 

Federal Enrollment Act

was considered, requiring 

denominations to affirm 

that they are collectively 

“prohibited from doing 

so (bearing arms) by the 

rules and articles of 

faith of said religious 

denomination.”
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The War Years

“There was a denomination not known to the

ignorance of legislative wisdom. It was

relatively very small, but nevertheless a

Denomination and a Name, contrary to, and

distinct from, all others upon the earth…
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The War Years

“…It would be necessary to give the name a

denominational appellation, that, being so

denominated, they might have the wherewith to

answer the inquisitors. I did not know a better

denomination that would be given to such a

class of believers than ‘Brethren in Christ.’ This

declares the true status; and as officials prefer

words to phrases, the same fact is expressed by

the word Christadelphians, or Χριστός

ἀδελφός, ‘Christ’s Brethren’.”
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The War Years

We “respectfully affirm that they (the

Christadelphians) are of that class especially

provided for in the Enrollment Act as

conscientiously opposed to the bearing and

use of ‘weapons of war’ and to the shedding of

human blood; and as Brethren of Christ owing

allegiance only to Him as King of Israel,

positively refuse, under any circumstances

whatever, to engage in the armies and navies

of any government.”
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Chapter 12 – 1866-1871

Final Fruits of Labor Manifested

(Our Christadelphian Heritage)

▪ Eureka, An Exposition of the Apocalypse,

Vol. II and III

▪ Exposition of Daniel (Anatolia)

▪ Phanerosis

(Mosaic and Nazarene Teaching concerning God)

▪ The Book Unsealed,

A Lecture on the Prophetic Time Periods of Daniel

▪ Anastasis (Resurrection)

▪ 3rd Trip to Great Britain, 1869
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What did the Dowieites Believe?

1. Above all else, a liberal spirit that condemned no one or no thing.

2. They made fellowship a very loose practice.

3. Inherent immortality of the soul.

4. The supernatural devil of Christianity.

5. The Kingdom of God exists now.

6. Natural Israel would not be restored.

7. Present possession of the Holy Spirit.

8. Praying for the dead.

9. Pre-existence of Christ. 

10. A Futuristic / literal interpretation of the Apocalypse.
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"The characteristic of a true Christadelphian

is ‘the obedience of faith’ and a ‘walk worthy of

God;’ in other words, he first understands the

things of the Kingdom of God and Name of

Jesus Christ; secondly, he believes what he

understands, and loves what he believes

above every other thing; thirdly, his ‘faith

working by love’ causes him to be immersed

into the Divine Name; fourthly, he walks in the

truth, and is careful to do nothing to its injury:

and fifthly, he will not fellowship those who do

not so believe and do…
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“This is the Christadelphian theory and

practice which separates us from Dowieites

with you, and Benjamites and ‘brethren in the

West’ over here. Personally, I might gain by a

less rigid and exclusive order of things: but

then, the truth would suffer; therefore I

repudiate it. This is the barrier between us

and certain in the West who may have obeyed

the gospel; they fellowship those who have

not; and for us to fellowship them, would be to

let in Storrites, Jacobites, Millerites, Adventists,

Campbellites, and such like…
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“…who, coming in like a flood with their

traditions and fanaticisms, would swamp the

truth, and in a very short time destroy the

labours and conflicts of years. I have been

endeavouring to get back to apostolic

distinctiveness, and to carry back as many

with me as possible, and I will not stand by

inertly and see knaves, hypocrites, and

brethren too ‘charitable’ for the good fight of

faith, making void this endeavour. I lift up my

voice against it, and though it may be little

heeded, there is a satisfaction in doing the

best we can.”
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Third Trip to England, May 1869 - May 1870
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Chapter 13 – 1871

Sudden Illness – Brother Thomas falls asleep

▪ Conclusion

Gravesite of Bro. Thomas, Sis. Ellen Thomas, Sis. Eusebia Lasius and Bro. Robert Roberts.
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“He which testifieth these 

things saith, Surely I come 

quickly. Amen. Even so, come, 

Lord Jesus. The grace of our 

Lord Jesus Christ be with you 

all. Amen.” 


